WHAT IS IconicShift™?
IconicShift is a business architecture devised by Mike Harris,
the former CEO and founder of Egg and First Direct. At its
heart is the idea that any business can be iconic – one that
stands out from the crowd and is a symbol of excellence
in its sector – no matter its size or niche.
Three businesses built by Mike Harris – Firstdirect, Mercury
and Egg – have been widely acclaimed as iconic brands
that, in the words of one journalist:
“Stood out in glorious Technicolor from their dull grey
monochrome competitors”
Mike provides coaching, mentoring and education designed
to help businesses of any size make a rapid shift towards
iconic status. The main benefit of making an IconicShift
through working with Mike is an ability to grow the business
with a speed and resilience that others find breathtaking.
An iconic business will also usually have greater customer
loyalty, greater management, customer and employee
satisfaction and an ability to premium price.

WHY WORK WITH MIKE?
Mike Harris has been creating iconic businesses for the past
25 years in a career that has spanned a period of great global
and business model change. He has met and learnt from
some of the most influential business leaders and thinkers
of the last 50 years such as Bill Gates, Warren Buffet,
Larry Ellison and the legendary ex-Chairman of Procter
and Gamble AG Lafley.
He has created three businesses that each went on to be
valued at more than a billion pounds – First Direct, the
world’s first telephone bank; the Mercury Communications
consumer business; and Egg, the world’s first internet bank.
Mike was chairman of innovation at the Royal Bank of
Scotland from 2005 to 2009 and was a regular speaker
at mid-career MBA courses at the Sloan business School
MIT from 1996 to 2008.
Mike Harris developed IconicShift when he applied the
thinking behind his iconic brands to a small technology
company he had co-founded – Garlik Ltd.
Since then he has been devoting ever more time to working
with entrepreneurs, small businesses and business leaders
to create a new generation of iconic businesses.

WHY WORK WITH IconicShift™?
There are six key ingredients to a successful business:
1. Having products or services that meet a real and
important customer need or want
2. Ensuring that any new product or service is different
	and better than the competition and remains
different and better
3. Extraordinary customer service
4. Brilliant communication – whether this is to attract
customers, investors or partners
5. Smart strategy and excellent execution
6. Efficient management of resources, especially cash.
Most businesses fall short in one aspect or another.
Iconic businesses display an excellence in all aspects.
However, it is difficult for any business to find help with
these issues from someone who really knows what it takes.
For small businesses and start-ups it is all but impossible.

“There is no shortcut to greatness and that is why
it is so rare and so inspiring when truly iconic figures
like Mike Harris come along and re-shape industries.
Mike is all about sustainable innovation and creating legacies
that go on and on for generations. That DNA is perfectly
captured in Mike’s IconicShift. It is in the work he is doing to
give ‘first time entrepreneurs’ the tools and belief they need
to get started. It is also there when he mentors the business
leaders of today and tomorrow as they aspire to become
iconic in their own right.”
Alistair Lukies founder and CEO of Monetise plc,
a world leader in mobile banking and payments
that is worth $500 million

HOW TO USE IconicShift™ IN YOUR BUSINESS
There are a number of ways to take part in an IconicShift
education programme.
A good place to start is the High Performance Master
Class – a four hour workshop that is designed to achieve
a breakthrough in the speed and resilience with which
leaders are able to achieve their goals.
IconicShift Team Mentoring is a powerful one year programme
for leadership teams of businesses of any size that want
the benefits of implementing the IconicShift architecture.
IconicShift Personal Mentoring provides individual business
owners, entrepreneurs and innovators working on big ideas
with in-depth support from Mike Harris for an extended period.
However you engage with IconicShift, Mike’s intention
is to power up your business and ideas while developing
leaders who are ready, willing and able to change the world.

THE ARCHITECTURE
IconicShift has four key components:
1. Iconic Design: ensuring a business is clear on the change
it is seeking to make in the world and at the same time
designing with rigour and precision an iconic experience
for everyone who interacts with the company.
2. Strategy:
a. The creation of a game: a game is a way of expressing
the aims and objectives of a business in a way which
allows it to create a three to five year powerful strategy
b. An implementation plan: a step by step rolling, regularly
reviewed and updated 12 month plan (business road
	map) with quarterly milestones. This document is probably
the single most important resource for navigating the
business and staying on course
c. A business architecture: covering business model,
operating model, product structure, marketing/sales
approach and financial model.
3. Regular Refuelling: the generation of new ideas
to power the business forward.
4. Implementation tools:
a. The Perfect Pitch: the ability to create 90 second pitches
for the business or any new idea/product, which are clear,
credible, believable and will provoke a useful response
from the audience
b. High performance coaching: to get results with speed
and resilience
c. Smart risk assessment: how to ensure each big decision
is a risk worth taking.

“Mike is one of the great serial entrepreneurs, having
built three businesses with market valuations in excess
of £1 billion. Mike has led many highly successful seminars
at MIT that provoke students to think about the process
for delivering breakthrough innovations. His descriptions
of where innovations come from are brilliant.”
Henry Birdseye Weil Senior lecturer
MIT Sloan School of Management

FURTHER INFORMATION
Additional information on all IconicShift education
and mentoring programmes (including dates and prices
of workshops), is available at iconicthinking.com
You can also email Mike directly at Mike@iconicthinking.com
The IconicShift trademark and programmes as well as the
iconicthinking.com website are owned and operated by:
Find Your Lightbulb Ltd
Registered in England and Wales 7038424
VAT No. 980 4177 07
Registered office:
Castle Court 2
Castlegate way
Dudley
West Midlands DY1 4RH
Phone: 01384 245 200

